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Anyone can master the fundamentals of game design - no technological expertise is
necessary. The Art of Game Design: A Book of Lenses shows that the same basic
principles of psychology that work for board games, card games and athletic games
also are the keys to making top-quality videogames. Good game design happens when
you view your game from many different perspectives, or lenses. While touring through
the unusual territory that is game design, this book gives the reader one hundred of
these lenses - one hundred sets of insightful questions to ask yourself that will help
make your game better. These lenses are gathered from fields as diverse as
psychology, architecture, music, visual design, film, software engineering, theme park
design, mathematics, writing, puzzle design, and anthropology. Anyone who reads this
book will be inspired to become a better game designer - and will understand how to do
it.
Editorial Reviews "Ms. Hardt has a way of writing that makes me forget I'm reading a
book. It's more like slipping into a world she created and getting lost for a while." -Tiger
Lily, Whipped Cream Reviews "Ms. Hardt creates magic…" -The Romance Studio
"Flawlessly written, and in my opinion a work of art..." -Girly Girl Book Reviews "Helen
writes these books with such grace and finesse that you feel as though you’ve been
transported back in time and are walking among the characters. You feel every bit of
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passion, anguish, and love emanating from the pages. It envelops you and leaves you
grasping at the hopes that these two wonderfully in love couples get to have the HEA
they both deserve." -Bare Naked Words Synopsis Lady Sophie MacIntyre has the voice
of an angel, but due to her timid nature, no one ever hears it. After losing a bet to her
conniving sister, Sophie auditions for the new musicale at the Regal Theatre run by
handsome actor Zachary Newland. Though distracted by Zach’s elegant masculinity
and her own nerves, she sings well and earns a role in the production. Zach is a
confirmed bachelor, and his taste in women leans toward the glamorous and
uninhibited…until he meets the demure Sophie. Her delicate soprano and understated
beauty captivate him. She responds to his inappropriate kiss, but quickly dismisses the
heat between them. She’s a lady of the peerage, after all, and not one to associate
with a rake like him. Zach, however, is not so easily dissuaded. He gets what he wants,
and he intends to help Sophie find her true voice…in more ways than one.
The extraordinary #1 New York Times bestseller about the ability of books to feed the
soul even in the darkest of times. Nominated as one of America's best-loved novels by
PBS’s The Great American Read. When Death has a story to tell, you listen. It is 1939.
Nazi Germany. The country is holding its breath. Death has never been busier, and will
become busier still. Liesel Meminger is a foster girl living outside of Munich, who
scratches out a meager existence for herself by stealing when she encounters
something she can’t resist–books. With the help of her accordion-playing foster father,
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she learns to read and shares her stolen books with her neighbors during bombing
raids as well as with the Jewish man hidden in her basement. In superbly crafted writing
that burns with intensity, award-winning author Markus Zusak, author of I Am the
Messenger, has given us one of the most enduring stories of our time. “The kind of
book that can be life-changing.” —The New York Times “Deserves a place on the same
shelf with The Diary of a Young Girl by Anne Frank.” —USA Today DON’T MISS
BRIDGE OF CLAY, MARKUS ZUSAK’S FIRST NOVEL SINCE THE BOOK THIEF.
A family's bad reputation is tough to shake off. Just ask Savannah O'Neill. Despite her
straitlaced job as a librarian, despite her living a private life, the O'Neill family wildness
still sparks town gossip. And the arrival of Matt Woods--sexy handyman and complete
stranger--isn't helping. Watching him work makes Savannah long to take a trip into
indulgence. That's so not a good idea--she's been there before and still hears the
rumors. But Matt is much too delicious for this O'Neill to resist. It's a shame there's
more to Matt than being good with his hands. Because when his true reasons for
seeking her out are revealed, he could become another affair Savannah lives to regret.
Editorial Reviews "This is definitely the type of story that will have you alternating
between smiling and crying. My heart broke at certain points. Hardt has a unique writing
style that I have enjoyed across this series, a series I'm sad to see end." -Romance
Readers Retreat "This is a deeply emotional story of love, betrayal, heartache,
redemption, and second chances." -The Book Sirens "This series is a MUST READ. "
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-United Indie Book Blog "Helen masterfully tackled another story with heartbreaking
consequences but a happy ending" -Tina at Bookalicious Babes Blog Synopsis Maria
Gomez married her lover’s brother to give the baby she carried the name and future
she deserved. Now she is widowed, and her oldest child’s father—the only man she
ever loved—has returned. In prison for a crime he didn’t commit, Jefferson Bay never
forgot the beautiful woman who betrayed him with his own brother. When DNA
evidence proved Jeff’s innocence years later and he was released, he vowed to find
Maria and seek his revenge. The passion between the two has never died, but can they
learn to trust each other again?
Portals, bondmates, and a dragon world. I thought that my biggest problem was the
unfinished bond between me and my irresistible older dragon mate, Ashe… but instead,
we have an even bigger problem. We've done the impossible and crossed through a
portal into the world of dragons – the same place where my mother's been trapped for
the past fifteen years. With this lavender sky, orange sun, and a freaking planet
hanging above us, it's clear that we're no longer on Earth. Our biggest problem is
finding our way back… right? WRONG. There are deadly animals and wild dragons on
this alien world, not to mention the Abraxas.... ? What readers are saying about this
series... "The chemistry, the romance, the anger, the betrayal just wow!... in my top 5
reads!!" "Wonderfully written… impossible to put down." "Wow! Absolutely loved this
book, cannot wait for the next in the series." The Dragon Born Academy Series: 1.
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Cracked Open 2. Over Easy 3. Hard Boiled 4. Frying Night 5. Sunny Side Up
Editorial Reviews "This series is a MUST READ. " -United Indie Book Blog Synopsis
Sam O’Donovan is bored with his stale life in Montana. When his brother-in-law offers
him a great job and a cut of the McCray business in Colorado, he’s ecstatic. This is the
change he needs. As for beautiful Sydney Buchanan resurfacing? That’s icing on the
cake. Sydney’s back for one reason and one reason only. She needs to win as many
purses as she can to help her parents run their struggling ranch in Nevada. She
doesn’t bank on running into Sam O’Donovan. All the sparks they shared five years
earlier are still there, but so much else has changed. If only Sam could understand the
decisions she made during their time apart…and trust her.
The first installment in a sexy new paranormal romance series by Larissa Ione, author
of the bestselling Demonica series! Nicole Martin was only eight years old when she
narrowly survived a massacre: her family’s vampire slaves rebelled and killed everyone
in her household. Twenty years later, Nicole now dedicates herself to finding a vaccine
against vampirism…and eradicating the gruesome memories that give her nightmares.
Riker, a member of the wild vampire Moon Clan, is haunted by his own demons—his
wife Lorraine had been captured and enslaved by the Martin family. It was during a
botched escape attempt that she was killed, along with their unborn child. Still wracked
with grief and anger, Riker is now fueled solely by the desire to rescue vampire
slaves…and slaughter their owners. When Riker stumbles upon Nicole in a chance
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meeting, he immediately recognizes her as a member of the Martin family that once
enslaved his wife—and she recognizes him as the wild vampire she saw kissing a
pregnant slave in the moments before her violent death—an image that has haunted her
dreams for years. When Riker kidnaps Nicole and they spend a night together in a cave
on the way back to his clan, suddenly they begin to realize that they aren’t as different
from one another as they may have thought—and they’re finding themselves drawn to
one another…
Editorial Reviews “Ms. Hardt did a great job of portraying the tenderness and emotion
between Ella and Silver Raven. It is clear from the moment they meet, they have
chemistry to burn. The love scenes between the two are very touching and well
written.” –Long and Short Reviews Synopsis Ella Morgan loves her mother and father,
but she's grown weary of their overbearing protectiveness. She longs for excitement,
adventure, and most of all, love. When she finds an injured Lakota warrior hiding in her
barn, she's intrigued by the brave and handsome man. Silver Raven has found his soul
mate in the woman with eyes the color of violets at first bloom. Can he convince her to
leave her home and family and take her rightful place as his woman? Or will Ella's
father and the prejudices of society keep them apart?
Albert the Great was born in Swabia, the son of a military nobleman. He was a
Dominican priest who taught theology in Cologne and Paris. His most distinguished
student was Saint Thomas Aquinas. Albert was called "Doctor universalis" because his
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breadth of knowledge spanned not only philosophy and theology but all the natural
sciences. He was a dedicated student of nature, and although he argued that the
physical world can only be known reliably through observation and comparison, Albert
distinguished between thruths, which are naturally knowable, and mysteries, which
cannot be known without revelation. People can only reach God through Himself - that
is, by leaving behind the entanglements of earthly things and contemplating Him
exclusively. The image and reality of God's incarnation in Jesus gives human beings
the opportunity to attain a more perfect knowledge God through contemplation. Albert
refers to the teaching of St. Peter, "Cast all your anxiety on him, because he cares for
you."
An erotic MC romance from International Bestseller Giana Darling about a good girl and
the much older outlaw biker Prez who seduces her to the dark side.
Quick-witted hustler Ghost is no stranger to living dangerously; survival has always
been the name of the game. He’s just always gone it alone. Now he’s got the wrong
people breathing down his neck, and the only way out demands placing his trust in the
unlikeliest of heroes: Duncan Rook, a gruff cop whose ethics are as solid as his body.
Cozying up to a criminal is hardly what Duncan’s reputation on the force
needs—especially when that criminal is temptation personified. Ghost is Duncan’s polar
opposite, and the last person he expected to fall for. So then why does every
imaginable scenario for taking down their common enemy end with Ghost in his arms?
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This book is approximately 122,000 words One-click with confidence. This title is part of
the Carina Press Romance Promise: all the romance you’re looking for with an
HEA/HFN. It’s a promise!
Editorial Reviews "This series is a MUST READ. " -United Indie Book Blog Synopsis
Dusty O’Donovan doesn’t fear a feisty stud bull deemed untamable. The
accomplished rider knows life presents much more fearsome challenges. The animal’s
owner, Zach McCray, is offering half a million dollars to anyone who can stay on him for
a full eight seconds. That purse would go a long way to help Dusty and her brother
rebuild their nearly bankrupt ranch. Will Zach let a woman ride his bull? Not likely. Still,
the headstrong Dusty intrigues him. Her father worked on the McCray ranch years ago,
and Zach remembers her as a little girl when he was a cocky teen. Times change, and
now she’s a beautiful and desirable young woman. A few passionate kisses leave Zach
wanting more, but will Dusty’s secrets tear them apart?
Dante Gabriel craves human blood. He vandalizes a hospital blood bank and runs into
ER nurse Erin Hamilton, with whom he feels a strong connection.
Casey Doyle is young, free-spirited, and completely lost in life. She’s currently on a
year-long house-sitting gig, right next door to the dark and brooding Zach Abrams, a
record producer on a private road to redemption. When a global pandemic forces
everyone into lockdown, Casey convinces Zach to let her move in. She’s terrified of
being alone and despite his apprehensions, he agrees, not trusting himself to maintain
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his sobriety on his own. The chemistry between them is electric, but Zach refuses to
make a move, still atoning for past sins. He sees Casey as his one chance to redeem
himself and guides her on a path towards a singing career. But his best intentions can’t
stop either of them from falling in love. Redemption is the second book in the Courtyard
Tales of Contemporary Romance series, a collection of stand-alone stories set in the
Allie Styles universe.
The war may be officially over, but journalist Billie Walker’s search for a missing young
German immigrant plunges her right back into the danger and drama she thought
she’d left behind in Europe. A thrilling tale of courage and secrets set in glamorous
post-war Sydney. Sydney, Australia, 1946. Though war correspondent Billie Walker is
happy to finally be home, the heady post-war days are tarnished by the death of her
father and the disappearance in Europe of her husband, Jack. To make matters worse,
now that the war is over, the newspapers are sidelining her reporting talents to prioritize
jobs for returning soldiers. But Billie is a survivor and she’s determined to take control
of her own future. She reopens her late father’s business, a private investigation
agency, and slowly, the women of Sydney come knocking. At first, Billie’s bread and
butter is tailing cheating husbands. Then a young man, the son of European
immigrants, goes missing, and Billie finds herself on a dangerous new trail that will lead
to the highest levels of Sydney society as well as the city’s underworld. What is the
young man’s connection to an exclusive dance club and a high-class auction house?
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When the people she questions start to turn up dead, Billie is thrown into the path of
Detective Inspector Hank Cooper. Will he take her seriously or just get in her way? As
the danger mounts and Billie realizes how much is at stake, it becomes clear that
although the war was won, it is far from over.
BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from Sydney Croft's Taken by Fire. EXTREME
HEAT. EXTREME HUNGER. A JUNGLE EDEN ABLAZE WITH TEMPTATION. Deep in the
Brazilian rain forest, a team of Navy SEALs has been nearly wiped out by something sinister
and superhuman, sending shock waves through the Agency for Covert Rare Operatives
(ACRO). Now ACRO agents Sela Kahne and Marlena West head to the world’s most
unforgiving jungle to find and kill a mythical monstrosity with a taste for human blood. But to
succeed in their mission, they will need the help of two men, each hiding his own dark secret.
Sela is an expert on cryptozoology with a sideline skill that could prove invaluable: When she
makes love to a man, she engulfs his innermost thoughts. Teamed with Marlena, Sela makes
contact with the lone SEAL survivor, Chance McCormack. Meanwhile, Logan Mills, the man
who rescued Chance, leads his private company on a hunt that has nothing to do with saving
lives. Soon, Sela will put her supernatural charms to work on Logan, determined to extract
information about the creature they are seeking. But in this sweat-drenched realm of danger
and deception, Logan is more than just a passive target. He has the power to lead a highly
trained seducer into a jungle without any rules, without any limits—and with no end to the heat.
Return to the regency countryside for a summer fling that will melt your heart in the brand-new
novel in Heather Boyd’s Saints and Sinners series. Jaded by the experience of dodging
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fortune hunters during her first season, Lady Jessica Westfall returns home to the estate she
loves expecting peace…until the biggest fortune hunter of all follows her from London. To keep
Lord James at bay, Jessica enlists the aid of her neighbor, Gideon. As her lifelong friend,
Giddy can be trusted to help thwart James’ pursuit, while also satisfying Jessica’s budding
interest in things of an intimate nature…things like the kisses she’d missed out on during her
season. Gideon Whitfield’s quiet bachelorhood is interrupted by the arrival of a marriageminded widow to the nearby village, with her sights set on him as her savior. But the greater
threat to his peace proves to be his dear friend’s daughter, Lady Jessica Westfall. Gideon has
always adored Jessica, and had expected the headstrong beauty to marry well in her first
season. When she comes to him for help avoiding the unwanted advances of a fortune hunter,
and also lessons in love—he may prove utterly incapable of helping her while guarding his own
heart in the process. Saints and Sinners series: Book 1: The Duke and I (Nicolas and Gillian)
Book 2: A Gentleman’s Vow (Gideon and Jessica) Book 3: An Earl of Her Own (Adam and
Rebecca) Book 4: The Lady Tamed
In this volume of 15 articles, contributors from a wide range of disciplines present their
analyses of Disney movies and Disney music, which are mainstays of popular culture. The
power of the Disney brand has heightened the need for academics to question whether
Disney’s films and music function as a tool of the Western elite that shapes the views of those
less empowered. Given its global reach, how the Walt Disney Company handles the role of
race, gender, and sexuality in social structural inequality merits serious reflection according to
a number of the articles in the volume. On the other hand, other authors argue that Disney
productions can help individuals cope with difficult situations or embrace progressive thinking.
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The different approaches to the assessment of Disney films as cultural artifacts also vary
according to the theoretical perspectives guiding the interpretation of both overt and latent
symbolic meaning in the movies. The authors of the 15 articles encourage readers to engage
with the material, showcasing a variety of views about the good, the bad, and the best way
forward.
Editorial Reviews "This series is a MUST READ. " -United Indie Book Blog Synopsis Newly
divorced from his greedy and deceptive first wife, Dallas McCray is convinced he wants a
sweet country girl like his sister-in-law. So why is he lusting after the new veterinarian in town,
striking New Jersey transplant Annie DeSimone? Also divorced, Annie yearns to leave her
difficult past behind and start a new life in beautiful Colorado. Sparks fly between her and the
handsome Dallas, and happiness finally seems within reach. But attraction and emotion aren’t
always enough…especially when a man has vowed never to make the same mistake twice.
From USA Today bestselling author Sydney Jane Baily comes a scandal-plagued rake and an
inquisitive magistrate's daughter in a fun-filled, steamy Regency romance.All Lord Philip
Mercer has to do is conduct himself without scandal for six weeks. But then along comes Miss
Miranda Bright and her many questions and her silly sheets of writing paper and her far-too
kissable lips! How can a rake stand such temptation?Miranda is intent on squeezing every last
secret from her roguish escort for her own romantic scribblings to amuse her country cousins.
Yet her quest for knowledge sets her heart beating like a galloping horse, and soon she has
plenty to write about!With rumors flying like falcons and dire disgrace on the horizon, Philip and
Miranda have nowhere to hide and no place to run. Or do they?Each Rakes on the Run novel
contains a rakish hero, a saucy beauty, a steamy story, and a satisfying ending. These books
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can be read in any order!
Taking CatieWaterhouse Press
Grantchester is now a major, prime-time six-part series for ITV 1955. Canon Sidney
Chambers, loveable priest and part-time detective, is back. Accompanied by his faithful
Labrador, Dickens, and the increasingly exasperated Inspector Geordie Keating, Sidney is
called to investigate the unexpected fall of a Cambridge don from the roof of King's College
Chapel, a case of arson at a glamour photographer's studio and the poisoning of Zafar Ali,
Grantchester's finest spin bowler. Alongside his sleuthing, Sidney has other problems. Can he
decide between his dear friend, the glamorous socialite Amanda Kendall and Hildegard
Staunton, the beguiling German widow? To make up his mind Sidney takes a trip abroad, only
to find himself trapped in a web of international espionage just as the Berlin Wall is going up.
Now a major, prime-time six-part series Grantchester for ITV Sidney Chambers, the Vicar of
Grantchester, is a thirty-two year old bachelor. Sidney is an unconventional clergyman and can
go where the police cannot. Together with his roguish friend Inspector Geordie Keating, Sidney
inquires into the suspect suicide of a Cambridge solicitor, a scandalous jewellery theft at a New
Year's Eve dinner party, the unexplained death of a well-known jazz promoter and a shocking
art forgery, the disclosure of which puts a close friend in danger. Sidney discovers that being a
detective, like being a clergyman, means that you are never off duty... Sidney Chambers will
be played by James Norton (Death Comes to Pemberley), and Robson Green (Reckless) will
take on the role of Geordie Keating. Other cast members include Morven Christie (Twenty
Twelve) as the beautiful heiress Amanda Kendall, while Tessa Peake-Jones (Only Fools and
Horses) will play Sidney's housekeeper, and Kacey Ainsworth (Eastenders) is to join them as
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Geordie's wife.
The Cowboy and the Cougar A hot time with a gorgeous young cowboy is just what the doctor
ordered for forty-year-old Holly Taylor. But after a night of amazing passion, she leaves
discreetly. Life has other plans for her at the moment. After the best sex of his life, single father
Jack Sherwood isn’t ready to give up his mystery woman. When he runs into her several
months later, he’s relentless in his pursuit, and he doesn’t care a whit about their eleven-year
age difference. Holly’s life has taken a new course since her first meeting with Jack, and
she’s convinced she’s not what he and his adorable son need. Can her new friends at The
Cougar Club persuade her to stop running? Or will she lose the best thing to ever happen to
her? Calendar Boy Forty-five- year-old erotic romance author Stacy Oppenheimer has always
been an introvert, and her recent divorce has left her scared of her own shadow. But when her
favorite cover model, Michael Moretti, corners her at a writers’ conference, she swallows her
inhibitions for a moment and teases him a little. Michael Moretti, age thirty-six, knows his
career as a cover model and exotic dancer is rapidly coming to an end due to his age. He has
his own reasons for attending this conference—find an attractive older woman whom he can
woo into keeping him in the lifestyle to which he’s become accustomed. Lovely Stacy fits his
requirements nicely. With Michael’s help, Stacy begins to overcome her shyness and engages
in some exciting activities both outside and inside the bedroom. But she’s nobody’s sugar
mama, and she makes that clear to him when she finds out his ulterior motive. Too bad for
Michael, who finds out he just might be in a little deeper than he thought.
Revolutionary ideas on how to use markets to bring about fairness and prosperity for all Many
blame today's economic inequality, stagnation, and political instability on the free market. The
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solution is to rein in the market, right? Radical Markets turns this thinking—and pretty much all
conventional thinking about markets, both for and against—on its head. The book reveals bold
new ways to organize markets for the good of everyone. It shows how the emancipatory force
of genuinely open, free, and competitive markets can reawaken the dormant nineteenthcentury spirit of liberal reform and lead to greater equality, prosperity, and cooperation. Eric
Posner and Glen Weyl demonstrate why private property is inherently monopolistic, and how
we would all be better off if private ownership were converted into a public auction for public
benefit. They show how the principle of one person, one vote inhibits democracy, suggesting
instead an ingenious way for voters to effectively influence the issues that matter most to them.
They argue that every citizen of a host country should benefit from immigration—not just
migrants and their capitalist employers. They propose leveraging antitrust laws to liberate
markets from the grip of institutional investors and creating a data labor movement to force
digital monopolies to compensate people for their electronic data. Only by radically expanding
the scope of markets can we reduce inequality, restore robust economic growth, and resolve
political conflicts. But to do that, we must replace our most sacred institutions with truly free
and open competition—Radical Markets shows how.
Editorial Reviews "This series is a MUST READ. " -United Indie Book Blog Synopsis Kissing
handsome Harper Bay to avoid a confrontation with her past isn’t on Amber Cross’s to-do list,
but sometimes a situation calls for desperate measures. She doesn’t expect the kiss to leave
her breathless. Amber is the hottest thing walking but clearly not Harper’s type. He’s not
looking for a platinum-blond manicurist from the city. After her surprising kiss leaves him
panting, he changes his mind and decides to get to know her. Chemistry sizzles between
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them, but this gorgeous woman has a past that could get them both killed.
Editorial Reviews "The strong, dynamic characters, as well as the people they met during their
journey, made the story fabulous. This story, as well as the surprise ending, grabbed my
attention and wouldn't let go." –The Romance Studio Synopsis The last thing bounty hunter
Bobby Morgan expects after a stay in a small Dakota town is to wake up in a dirty jail cell
accused of a crime he didn't commit. When a preacher's beautiful daughter provides a means
for escape, he takes it. On the run with his feisty hostage, Bobby swears to her he means her
no harm. Naomi Blackburn wants nothing more than to go home to her ma and pa. But her
handsome outlaw captor ignites a passion in her that's both frightening and exciting. Can two
decidedly different souls come together? Or will misfortunes and Bobby's own doubts keep
them apart?
Editorial Reviews "This series is a MUST READ. " -United Indie Book Blog Synopsis Catie Bay
has worshiped much older Chad McCray since she was a child. When she fumbles a seduction
attempt after her graduation from high school, she flees to Europe, hoping she can forget her
unrequited love. Four years later, Catie returns, now a beautiful, worldly woman, and Chad, the
quintessential bachelor, takes notice. He’s still not looking for love, but he wouldn’t turn down
a romp in the sack with sexy Catie. She’s no longer the lovesick girl next door, though, and
sometimes a man doesn’t know what he wants until it’s too late.
Cover -- Half-title -- Title -- Copyright -- Dedication -- Contents -- Preface -- 1 Youth and Media
-- 2 Then and Now -- 3 Themes and Theoretical Perspectives -- 4 Infants, Toddlers, and
Preschoolers -- 5 Children -- 6 Adolescents -- 7 Media and Violence -- 8 Media and Emotions
-- 9 Advertising and Commercialism -- 10 Media and Sex -- 11 Media and Education -- 12
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Digital Games -- 13 Social Media -- 14 Media and Parenting -- 15 The End -- Notes -Acknowledgments -- Index -- A -- B -- C -- D -- E -- F -- G -- H -- I -- J -- K -- L -- M -- N -- O -- P
-- Q -- R -- S -- T -- U -- V -- W -- X -- Y -- Z
***Steel Brothers Saga Books 4-6 include Melt, Burn, and Surrender*** Your Escape Into A
World of Dark Mysteries & Spicy Romance. Meet the Steel men... Talon, abused in the worst
way as a child, was left a tormented and broken man. Jonah failed to protect his brother and
now lives with unbearable guilt. Ryan is handsome and creative on the outside but the victim of
a decades-old secret he doesn’t even know he’s hiding. And their women... Jade seeks
refuge at her best friend’s ranch to escape the humiliation of being left at the altar. Melanie is
a beautiful and brilliant psychiatrist but is shattered over a patient’s suicide. Ruby is a strong
police detective determined to bring the most heinous criminal she knows—her own father—to
justice. How these six flawed and lovable characters cross paths is the basis of this “raw and
addictive” (#1 New York Times bestselling author Meredith Wild) series by #1 New York Times
bestselling author Helen Hardt. “The chemistry...is explosive” (RT Book Reviews) and danger
lurks around every corner as the Steels race to solve the mystery of Talon’s past. The ninebook series offers “relentless action, heart-stopping twists, and hard-core romance.” (Under
The Pages) "Each book unfolds leaving readers feeling immensely satisfied.” (Pretty Little
Books Blog) Hardt has crafted “a heartbreakingly beautiful series.”(Bookalicious Babes Blog)
All seven books in the Temptation Saga from #1 New York Times Bestselling Author Helen
Hardt.
The Global Innovation Index 2020 provides detailed metrics about the innovation performance
of 131 countries and economies around the world. Its 80 indicators explore a broad vision of
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innovation, including political environment, education, infrastructure and business
sophistication. The 2020 edition sheds light on the state of innovation financing by investigating
the evolution of financing mechanisms for entrepreneurs and other innovators, and by pointing
to progress and remaining challenges – including in the context of the economic slowdown
induced by the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) crisis.
*2017 RONE Finalist for Best Paranormal/Urban Fantasy* Discover USA Today bestselling
author Rebecca Rivard's award-winning Fada Shapeshifter Series! His dark Gift threatens
everything he loves... Rock Run warrior Tiago do Rio is hiding a dark Gift, one so powerful and
easily misused it could make him an outcast in his own clan. Worse, he wants a woman he can
never have. The temptation to use his Gift to make his darkest fantasies come true is almost
irresistible. The only good thing in his life is his friendship with a local dryad. A best friend who
wants more... Wild, solitary dryad Alesia lives on an uninhabited island in Rock Run territory.
She spends her days nurturing her forest home, but her nights are lonely—until she meets the
sexy Latino shifter. Now she and Tiago are best friends, but she craves more. A clan’s fate at
stake... Then a den of rogue shifters threatens to bring war down on the Rock Run clan—and
Tiago and Alesia are caught in the middle. Can he master his terrifying Gift in time? Or will he
lose his mate as well as his soul? A steamy best-friends-to-lovers romance! Tempting the
Dryad is a paranormal shapeshifter romance with an HEA. If you crave dark shifters, glittering
fae, and intense emotional storylines, the Fada Shapeshifter Series is for you.
Your Escape Into A World of Dark Mysteries & Spicy Romance. After being left at the altar,
Jade Roberts seeks solace at her best friend's ranch on the Colorado western slope. Her
humiliation still ripe, she doesn't expect to be attracted to her friend's reticent brother, but when
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the gorgeous cowboy kisses her, all bets are off. Talon Steel is broken. Having never fully
healed from a horrific childhood trauma, he simply exists, taking from women what is offered
and giving nothing in return...until Jade Roberts catapults into his life. She is beautiful, sweet,
and giving, and his desire for her becomes a craving he fears he'll never be able to satisfy.
Passion sizzles between the two lovers...but long-buried secrets haunt them both and may
eventually tear them apart.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • This instant classic explores how we can change our
lives by changing our habits. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The
Wall Street Journal • Financial Times In The Power of Habit, award-winning business reporter
Charles Duhigg takes us to the thrilling edge of scientific discoveries that explain why habits
exist and how they can be changed. Distilling vast amounts of information into engrossing
narratives that take us from the boardrooms of Procter & Gamble to the sidelines of the NFL to
the front lines of the civil rights movement, Duhigg presents a whole new understanding of
human nature and its potential. At its core, The Power of Habit contains an exhilarating
argument: The key to exercising regularly, losing weight, being more productive, and achieving
success is understanding how habits work. As Duhigg shows, by harnessing this new science,
we can transform our businesses, our communities, and our lives. With a new Afterword by the
author “Sharp, provocative, and useful.”—Jim Collins “Few [books] become essential manuals
for business and living. The Power of Habit is an exception. Charles Duhigg not only explains
how habits are formed but how to kick bad ones and hang on to the good.”—Financial Times
“A flat-out great read.”—David Allen, bestselling author of Getting Things Done: The Art of
Stress-Free Productivity “You’ll never look at yourself, your organization, or your world quite
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the same way.”—Daniel H. Pink, bestselling author of Drive and A Whole New Mind
“Entertaining . . . enjoyable . . . fascinating . . . a serious look at the science of habit formation
and change.”—The New York Times Book Review
In a sizzling MMA romance from Sidney Halston (“An author to watch!”—Cherry Adair), a
former title contender turns the tables on his knockout trainer with a lesson in seduction. Once
one of the most sought-after names on the mixed martial arts circuit, Antonio “Scarface”
Marino watched his career go down for the count as he chased skirts and made tabloid
headlines. Now he’s finally making a comeback, and it’s all thanks to Francesca Silva, a
Brazilian bombshell as tough as any of her fighters. But who’s the real Francesca: the trashtalking trainer who rides him hard, or the vulnerable woman who blushes at his touch?
Francesca went to the mat to sign Tony because she believes he still has the potential to bring
big success to her gym—if she can keep his head in the cage and out of her personal life. After
a short-lived marriage soured her on love, a one-night stand is all she can handle. Now Tony’s
kisses are stirring up complicated feelings—especially when he agrees to face her ex in the
ring. Francesca’s used to freezing guys out. But Tony’s tempting her to give in to the heat.
Don’t miss Sidney Halston’s Panic series: PULL ME CLOSE | MAKE ME STAY | KISS ME
BACK | WHAT ABOUT US And look for all of her hard-hitting MMA romances: AGAINST THE
CAGE | FULL CONTACT | BELOW THE BELT | LAID OUT | FIGHTING DIRTY | STACKED
UP Praise for Sidney Halston’s Against the Cage “Against the Cage is funny, steamy,
scorching—and holy hot MMA fighter, I wanted more! Five stars all the way!”—New York Times
and USA Today bestselling author Toni Aleo “A steamy and fun romance that will leave
readers begging for more!”—New York Times bestselling author Cherry Adair “Halston’s new
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series opener creates an organic and sensual dynamic between Jack and Chrissy that makes
an easy buy-in for readers. And if the story isn’t endearing enough, Jack’s feisty
Chihuahua/pit bull mix will have readers instantly hooked and eagerly awaiting the second
series installment.”—Library Journal Includes a special message from the editor, as well as an
excerpt from another Loveswept title.
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